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According to underground construction development and its high cost process, an accurate assessment and prevention 
-
tions. In this paper, the aim is to develop a new soft computing model to evaluate tunnel support systems. Firstly, a nu-
2D software to excavate a sequence 
model and support system installation. The design loads including the axial force, moment, and shear force were calcu-
lated for some important points of the support system including the crown, the middle of the bottom and the side walls. 
bee colony as a meta-heuristic algorithm and a k-means algorithm using Matlab software. The results of clustering were 
compared by the safety factor of the support system. The results indicated that the section points that are in cluster 1 have 
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2. Materials and Methods
-
Figure 1. Location of the Kouhin tunnel
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3. The tunnel route geotechnical studies
in 
Figure 2. Flowchart of the methodology of research
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Figure 3. Dry section geometric characteristics  
and excavating stages






Table 2: Hydrogeological characteristics of the area  
_
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Table 5: 
Figure 5. Designed axial force on sections Figure 6. Designed moment on sections
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Figure 7. Designed shear force on sections
4.  Support system stability assessment 
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Table 6: designed load  
designed loads
Figure 8. Algorithm convergence to achieve an optimal 
response
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5. Validation of the ABC algorithm
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